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ABSTRACT
Understanding Internet access trends at a global scale, i.e., what do people do on the Internet, is a challenging problem that is typically addressed by analyzing network traces. However, obtaining such traces presents its own set of challenges owing to either privacy concerns or to other operational difficulties. The key hypothesis of our work here is that most of the information needed to profile the Internet endpoints is already available around us — on the web.

In this paper, we introduce a novel approach for profiling and classifying endpoints. We implement and deploy a Google-based profiling tool, which accurately characterizes endpoint behavior by collecting and strategically combining information freely available on the web. Our 'unconstrained endpoint profiling' approach shows remarkable advances in the following scenarios: (i) Even when no packet traces are available, it can accurately predict application and protocol usage trends at arbitrary networks; (ii) When network traces are available, it dramatically outperforms state-of-the-art classification tools; (iii) When sampled flow-level traces are available, it retains high classification capabilities when other schemes literally fall apart. Using this approach, we perform unconstrained endpoint profiling at a global scale: for clients in four different world regions (Asia, South and North America and Europe). We provide the first-of-its-kind endpoint analysis which reveals fascinating similarities and differences among these regions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.3 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Operations  
C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Measurement techniques

General Terms
Measurement, Design, Experimentation
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1. INTRODUCTION
Understanding what people are doing on the Internet at a global scale, e.g., which applications and protocols they use, which sites they access, and who they try to talk to, is an intriguing and important question for a number of reasons. Answering this question can help reveal fascinating cultural differences among nations and world regions. It can shed more light on important social tendencies (e.g., [36]) and help address imminent security vulnerabilities (e.g., [34, 44]). Moreover, understanding shifts in clients' interests, e.g., detecting when a new application or service becomes popular, can dramatically impact traffic engineering requirements as well as marketing and IT-business arenas. YouTube [19] is probably the best example: it came 'out of nowhere,' and it currently accounts for more than 10% of the total Internet traffic [24].

The most common way to answer the above questions is to analyze operational network traces. Unfortunately, such an approach faces a number of challenges. First, obtaining 'raw' packet traces from operational networks can be very hard, primarily due to privacy concerns. As a result, researchers are typically limited to traces collected at their own institutions' access networks (e.g., [29, 30]). While certainly useful, such traces can have a strong 'locality' bias and thus cannot be used to accurately reveal the diversity of applications and behaviors at a global Internet scale. Moreover, sharing such traces among different institutions is again infeasible due to privacy concerns.

Even when there are no obstacles in obtaining non-access, i.e., core-level traces, problems still remain. In particular, accurately classifying traffic in an online fashion at high speeds is an inherently hard problem. Likewise, gathering large amounts of data for off-line post-processing is an additional challenge. Typically, it is feasible to collect only flow-level, or sampled flow-level information. Unfortunately, the state-of-the-art packet-level traffic classification tools (e.g., [29]) are simply inapplicable in such scenarios, as we demonstrate below.

In this paper, we propose a fundamental change in approaching the 'endpoint profiling problem': we depart from strictly relying on (and extracting information from) network traces, and look for answers elsewhere. Indeed, our key hypothesis is that the large and representative amount of information about endpoint behavior is available in different forms all around us.
For communication to progress in the Internet, in the vast majority of scenarios, information about servers, i.e., which IP address one must contact in order to proceed, must be publicly available. In p2p-based communication, in which all endpoints can act both as clients and servers, this means that association between an endpoint and such an application becomes publicly visible. Even in classical client-server communication scenarios, information about clients does stay publicly available for a number of reasons (e.g., at website user access logs, forums, proxy logs, etc.). Given that many other forms of communication and various endpoint behavior (e.g., game abuses) does get captured and archived, this implies that enormous information, invaluable for characterizing endpoint behavior at a global scale, is publicly available — on the web.

The first contribution of this paper is the introduction of a novel methodology, which we term ‘unconstrained endpoint profiling’, for characterizing endpoint behavior by strategically combining information from a number of different sources available on the web. The key idea is to query the Google search engine [6] with IP addresses corresponding to arbitrary endpoints. In particular, we search on text strings corresponding to the standard dotted decimal representation of IP addresses, and then characterize endpoints by extracting information from the responses returned by Google. The core components of our methodology are (i) a rule generator that operates on top of the Google search engine, and (ii) an IP tagger, which tags endpoints with appropriate features based solely on information collected on the web. The key challenge lies in automatically and accurately distilling valuable information from the web and creating a semantically-rich endpoint database.

We demonstrate that the proposed methodology shows remarkable advances in the following scenarios: (i) even when no operational traces from a given network are available, it can accurately predict traffic mixes, i.e., relative presence of various applications in given networks, (ii) when packet-level traces are available, it can help dramatically outperform state of the art traffic classification algorithms, e.g., [29], both quantitatively and qualitatively and, (iii) when sampled flow-level traces are available, it retains high classification capabilities when other state-of-the-art schemes literally fall apart.

Our second contribution lies in exploiting our methodology to perform, to the best of our knowledge, the first-of-its-kind Internet access trend analysis for four world regions: Asia, S. and N. America, and Europe. Not only do we confirm some common wisdom, e.g., Google massively used all around the world, Linux operating system widely deployed in France and Brazil, or multiplayer online gaming highly popular in Asia; we confirm fascinating similarities and differences among these regions. For example, we group endpoints into different classes based on their application usage. We find that in all explored regions, the online gaming users strongly protrude as a separate group without much overlap with others. At the same time, we explore locality properties, i.e., where do clients fetch content from. We find strong locality bias for Asia (China), but also for N. America (US), yet much more international behavior by clients in S. America (Brazil) and Europe (France).

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we explain our unconstrained endpoint profiling methodology which we evaluate in a number of different scenarios in Section 3, and apply this approach to four different world regions in Section 4. We discuss related issues in Section 5, and provide an overview of related work in Section 6. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.

2. METHODOLOGY

Here, we propose a new methodology, which we term ‘Unconstrained Endpoint Profiling’ (UEP). Our goal is to characterize endpoints by strategically combining information available at a number of different sources on the web. Our key hypothesis is that records about many Internet endpoints’ activities inevitably stay publicly archived. Of course, not all active endpoints appear on the web, and not all communication leaves a public trace. Still, we show that enormous amounts of information do stay publicly available, and that a ‘purified’ version of it could be used in a number of contexts that we explore later in the paper.

![Figure 1: Web-based endpoint profiling](image)

2.1 Unconstrained Endpoint Profiling

Figure 1 depicts our web-based endpoint profiling tool. At the functional level, the goal is straightforward: we query the Google search engine by searching on text strings corresponding to the standard dotted decimal representation of IP addresses. For a given input in the form of an IP address, e.g., 200.101.18.182, we collect search hits returned by Google, and then extract information about the corresponding endpoint. The output is a set of tags (features) associated with this IP address. For example, a forum user, kazaa node, game abuser, mail server, etc. In general, an endpoint could be tagged by a number of features, e.g., a forum user and a p2p client. Such information can come from a number of different URLs.

At a high level, our approach is based on searching for information related to IP addresses on the web. The larger the number of search hits returned for a queried IP address, and the larger number of them confirming a given behavior (i.e., a streaming server), the larger the confidence about the given endpoint activity. The profiling methodology involves the following three modules: (i) Rule generation, (ii) Web classification, and (iii) IP tagging, which we present in detail below.

2.1.1 Rule Generation

The process starts by querying Google [6] using a sample ‘seed set’ of random IP addresses from the networks in four different world regions (details in Section 3) and then obtaining the set of search hits. Each search hit consists of a URL and corresponding hit text, i.e., the text surrounding the word searched. We then extract all the words and biwords (word pairs) from the hit texts of all the hits returned for this seed set. After ranking all the words and biwords by the number of hits they occur in and after filtering the trivial keywords (e.g., ‘the’), we constrain ourselves to the top $N$ keywords$^1$ that could be meaningfully used for endpoint classification.

$^1$We find and use the top 60 keywords in this paper.

![Figure 1: Web site cache page lookup](image)
a gaming website (either gaming server list or abuse list). Table 1 shows a few rules to differentiate the content in websites. For instance, if a website only contains the keyword mail server from the set of keywords, then it is classified as a site containing list of mail servers. However, if a website contains one of the following words, spam or dictionary attacker besides mail server, then it is classified as one containing list of malicious mail servers, e.g., one which is known to originate spam. Similar rules are used to differentiate between websites providing gaming servers list and gaming abuse list.

### 2.1.2 Web Classifier

Extracting information about endpoints from the web is a non-trivial problem. Our approach is to first characterize a given webpage (returned by Google), i.e., determine what information does the webpage contain. This approach significantly simplifies the endpoint tagging procedure.

**Rapid URL Search.** Some websites can be quickly classified by the keywords present in their domain name itself. Hence, after obtaining a search hit we first scan the URL string to identify the presence of one of the keywords from our keyword set in the URL. For instance, if the URL matches the rule: {mailserver & {spam|dictionary attacker}}, then the domain gets classified as one containing list of malicious mail servers, e.g., one which is known to originate spam.

**Hit Text Search.** To facilitate efficient webpage characterization and endpoint tagging, we build a website cache. The key idea is to speed-up the classification of endpoints coming from the same web sites/domains under the assumption that URLs from the same domain contain similar content. In particular, we implement the website cache as a hashtable indexed by the domain part of the URL. For example, if we have a hit coming from the following URL: www.robtex.com/dns/32.net.ru.html, the key in the hashtable becomes robtex.com. Hence, all IPs that return a search hit from this domain can be classified in the same way.

Whenever we find a URL whose corresponding domain name is not present in the cache, we update the cache as follows. First, we insert the domain name for the URL as an index into the cache with an empty list (no keywords) for the value. In addition, we insert a counter for number of queried IP addresses that return this URL as a hit along with the corresponding IP address. High values for the counter would indicate that this domain contains information useful for classifying endpoints. Thus, when the counter for number of IP addresses goes over a threshold (we currently use a threshold of 2), we retrieve the webpage based on the last URL. Then, we search the webpage for the keywords from the keyword set and extract the ones which can be found.

Next, we use the rule-based approach to determine the class to which this website (and hence the domain) belongs. Finally, we insert an entry in the cache with the domain name as the key and the list of all associated keywords (from Table 1) as the value. For instance, if the URL matches the rule: mail server & {spam|dictionary attacker}, then the domain gets classified as a list of malicious mail servers. Further, we insert all the keywords in the cache. When a URL’s domain name is found in the cache, then we can quickly classify that URL by using the list of keywords present in the cache. In this way, the cache avoids having to classify the URL on every hit and simplifies the IP-tagging phase, as we explain next.

#### 2.1.3 IP tagging

The final step is to tag an IP address based on the collected information. We distinguish between three different scenarios.

**URL based tagging.** In some scenarios, an IP address can be directly tagged when the URL can be classified via rapid search for keywords in the URL itself. One example is classifying eMule p2p servers based on the emule-project.net domain name.

^In an alternative, yet more expensive method, we could have stored all the past URLs and then retrieved all the webpages.
Another example is the torrent list found at torrentportal.com. In such scenarios, we can quickly generate the appropriate tags by examining the URL itself. In particular, we use the mapping between a website class (Column 2) and IP tags (Column 3) in Table 1 to generate the tags. In majority of the cases, such rapid tagging is not possible and hence we have to examine the hit text for additional information.

**General hit text based tagging.** For most of the websites, we are able to accurately tag endpoints using a keyword based approach. The procedure is as follows. If we get a match in the website cache (for the specific URL we are currently trying to match), we check if any of the keywords associated with that domain match in the search hit text. Surprisingly, we typically find at least a single keyword, which clearly reveals the given IP’s nature and enables tagging. Table 1 provides the mapping between the domain class and IP tags.

For hit texts which match multiple keywords, we explain the generation of tags via an example. For instance, a URL such as projecthoneypot.org provides multiple information about an IP address, e.g., not only that it is a mail server but also a spammer. Due to a match with both the keywords, this URL’s domain would be entered in the website cache as a malicious mail servers list. Then queries to an ip-address that is listed at projecthoney-pot.org could return either: (i) both the keywords mail server and spam, in which case, the ip-address would be tagged by both the tags mail server and spammer, (ii) only the keyword mail server where the ip-address would be tagged as a mail server only and (iii) only the keyword spam where the ip-address would be tagged as spammer via the one-to-one mapping but also as mail server. This expansion of tags (from spam to mail server) can be done unambiguously because there is no rule in Table 1 with only one keyword spam. Similarly, regardless of the combination of keywords found in the hit text for gaming servers list or gaming abuse list, their rules can be disambiguated as well.

In some cases, such as for Web logs and Proxy logs, we can obtain additional tags (labeled by square brackets in Column 3 of Table 1). For Web logs we can obtain the access date and, if the data exists, the operating system and browser that was used. Similarly, in the case of Proxy logs, we can obtain the site that was accessed by the IP address.

**Hit text based tagging for Forums.** The keyword-based approach fails when a URL maps to an Internet forum site. This is because a number of non-correlated keywords may appear at a forum page. Likewise, forums are specific because an IP address can appear at such a site for different reasons. Either it has been automatically recorded by a forum post, or because a forum user deliberately posted a link (containing the given IP address) for various reasons.

In the case of forums, we proceed as follows. First, we use a post-date and username in the vicinity of the IP address to determine if the IP address was logged automatically by a forum post. Hence, we tag it as the forum user. If this is not the case, the presence of the following keywords: http://ftp://, ftpstream:\\, mms:\\, etc. in front of the IP address string in the hit text suggests that the user deliberately posted a link to a shared resource on the forum. Consequently, we tag the IP address as an http share or ftp share, or as a streaming node supporting a given protocol (pysstream, mms, tvants, sop, etc.).

Because each IP address generates several search hits, multiple tags can be generated for an IP address. Thus aggregating all the tags corresponding to an IP address either reveals additional behavior or reaffirms the same behavior. For the first case, consider the scenario where an IP address hosts multiple services, which would then be identified and classified differently and thereby generate different tags for that IP address, revealing the multiple facets of the IP address’ behavior. In the second case, if an IP address’ behavior has been identified by multiple sites, then counting the unique sites which reaffirm that behavior would generate higher confidence. In this paper, we consider this confidence threshold as 1, i.e., even if one URL hit proclaims a particular behavior then we classify the endpoint accordingly. We relegate trade-offs involved in setting such a threshold to future exploration.

### 2.1.4 Examples

To illustrate the methodology, we provide the analysis of two IP addresses and the corresponding websites returned as Google hits: (i) 200.101.18.182 - informforum.insite.com, and (ii) 61.172.249.13 - ttzai.com. The first site contains the word forum in the URL. Thus, the rapid URL match succeeds and we classify the site as a forum. Next, since the site is classified as forum, we examine the hit text via the forum-based approach; as we find a post date next to a username in the hit text, we tag the IP address as a forum user.

In the second case, at first the rapid URL match fails, since the website cache does not contain an entry for ttzai.com. Thus, we initially install an entry to this website in the hash table, initialize a counter for number of IP addresses to 1 and log the IP address. Whenever another IP address returns a hit from the same site, the threshold of 2 is crossed. Then, we retrieve the last URL, and a search for the keyword set through the web page reveals the presence of at least one keyword that can classify the site as a Forum site. Further, we proceed to the tagging phase. Because http: is found in front of the original IP address (61.172.249.13), the system concludes that a user deliberately posted the IP address on the forum as a part of the link to a shared resource. Hence, it tags the IP accordingly.

### 2.2 Where Does the Information Come From?

Here, we attempt to answer two questions. First, which sites ‘leak’ information about endpoints? While we have already hinted at some of the answers, we provide more comprehensive statistics next. Second, our goal is to understand if and how such ‘information-leaking’ sites vary in different world regions.

Sites containing information about endpoints could be categorized in the following groups:

- **Web logs:** Many web servers run web log analyzer programs such as AWStats, Webalizer, and SurfStats. Such programs collect information about client IP addresses, statistics about access dates, host operating systems and host browsers. They parse the web server log file and generate a report or a statistics webpage.
- **Proxy logs:** Popular proxy services also generate logs of IP addresses that have accessed them. For instance, the Squid proxy server logs the requests’ IP addresses, and then displays them on a webpage.
- **Forums:** As explained above, Internet forums provide wealth of information about endpoints. Some forums list the user IP addresses along with the user names and the posting dates in order to protect against forum spam. Examples are informforum.insite.com.br or www.reptilesworld.com/bbs. Likewise, very frequently clients use Internet forums to post links containing (often illegal) CDs or DVDs with popular movies as either flp, http, or streaming shares. We explained above how our methodology captures such cases.
- **Malicious lists:** Denial of service attacks, and client misbehavior in general, are a big problem in today’s Internet. One of the ways to combat the problem is to track and publicize malicious endpoint behavior. Example lists are: banlists, spamlists, badlists, gaming abuse lists, adserver lists, spyware lists, malware lists, forum spammers lists, etc.
- **Server lists:** For communication to progress in the Internet, in-
formation about servers, i.e., which IP address one must contact in order to proceed, must be publicly available. Examples are domain name servers, domain databases, gaming servers, mail servers, IRC servers, router (POP) lists, etc.

- **P2P communication**: In p2p communication, an endpoint can act both as a client and as a server. Consequently, an IP's involvement in p2p applications such as eMule, gnutella, edonkey, kazaa, torrents, p2p streaming software, etc., becomes publicly visible in general. Example websites are emule-project.net, edonkey2000.cn, or cache.vagaa.com, which lists torrent nodes. Gnutella is a special case since Google can directly identify and list gnutella nodes using their IP addresses. Given that our system is Google-based, it inherits this desirable capability.

All the above examples confirm that publicly available information about endpoints is indeed enormous in terms of size and semantics. The key property of our system is its ability to automatically extract all this information in a unified and methodical way. Moreover, because we operate on top of Google, any new source of information becomes quickly revealed and exploited.

Table 2 answers the second question: how different are the endpoint information sites in different world regions? In particular, Table 2 shows top entries for different world regions we explored (details provided in the next section). While some sites, e.g., projecthoneypot.org or robtex.com, show global presence, other top websites are completely divergent in different world regions. This reveals a strong locality bias, a feature we explore in more depth in Section 4 below.

### 3. EVALUATION

Next, we demonstrate the diversity of scenarios in which unconstrained endpoint profiling can be applied. In particular, we show how it can be used to (i) discover active IP ranges without actively probing the same, (ii) classify traffic at a given network and predict application- and protocol trends in *absence* of any operational traces from a given network, (iii) perform a semantically-rich traffic classification when packet-level traces are available, and (iv) retain high classification capabilities even when only sampled flow-level data is available.

Table 3 shows the networks we study in this paper. They belong to Tier-1 ISPs representative of one of the largest countries in different geographic regions: Asia (China), South America (Brazil), North America (US), and Europe (France). The Asian and S. American ISPs serve IPs in the /17 and /18 range, while the N. American and European ISPs serve larger network ranges.

In most scenarios (Asia, S. and N. America), we manage to obtain either packet-level (Asia and S. America) or flow-level (N. America) traces from the given ISPs. The packet-level traces are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Hits</th>
<th>Info</th>
<th>Nr</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Hits</th>
<th>Info</th>
<th>Nr</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Hits</th>
<th>Info</th>
<th>Nr</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Hits</th>
<th>Info</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>whois.domaintools.com</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>jw.edu.edu.cn</td>
<td>1381</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>webinux.caiss.gov.br</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>en.wikipedia.org</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>projecthoneypot.org</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>projecthoneypot.org</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>robtex.com</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>BDN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>info.edu.sh.cn</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>robtex.com</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>BDN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>projecthoneypot.org</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>cztstudy.gov.cn</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>redes.unb.br</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>extremeracking.com</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>qdld.gov.cn</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>pt.wikipedia.org</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>botsy.browsers.com</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>zhidaobaidu.com</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>appiniti.net</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>cewhois.com</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>bbl.org</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>7</td>
<td><a href="http://www.traceamagic.net">www.traceamagic.net</a></td>
<td>116</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>proxy.ncn.edu.tw</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>cnp.gov.cn</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>8</td>
<td><a href="http://www.laziana.com.br">www.laziana.com.br</a></td>
<td>91</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>comp.nus.edu.sg</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>cache.vagaa.com</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>pgl.yoyo.org</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>quia.jp</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>bid.sei.gov.cn</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>netflow3.nhluc.edu.tw</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cache size: 827

Table 2: Website caches - Top entries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Hits</th>
<th>Info</th>
<th>Nr</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Hits</th>
<th>Info</th>
<th>Nr</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Hits</th>
<th>Info</th>
<th>Nr</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Hits</th>
<th>Info</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Google</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Google</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Google</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bid.sei.gov.cn</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>bid.sei.gov.cn</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>bid.sei.gov.cn</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>cache.vagaa.com</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>cache.vagaa.com</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>cache.vagaa.com</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>netflow3.nhluc.edu.tw</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>netflow3.nhluc.edu.tw</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>netflow3.nhluc.edu.tw</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Google</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Google</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Google</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cache size: 892

Table 3: Studied networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asia</th>
<th>S. America</th>
<th>N. America</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XXX.39.0.0/17</td>
<td>XXX.96.128.0/17</td>
<td>XXX.160.0.0/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXX.172.0.0/18</td>
<td>XXX.101.0.0/17</td>
<td>XXX.160.0.0/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXX.78.192.0/18</td>
<td>XXX.107.0.0/17</td>
<td>XXX.160.0.0/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXX.83.128.0/17</td>
<td>XXX.140.128.0/18</td>
<td>XXX.160.0.0/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXX.39.128.0/18</td>
<td>XXX.168.0.0/17</td>
<td>XXX.160.0.0/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXX.69.128.0/17</td>
<td>XXX.193.192.0/18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXX.72.0.0/17</td>
<td>XXX.10.128.0/18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXX.14.64.0/18</td>
<td>62.147.0.0/16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXX.35.64.0/18</td>
<td>81.56.0.0/15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXX.24.0.0/18</td>
<td>82.64.0.0/14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXX.25.64.0/18</td>
<td>82.64.0.0/14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXX.24.0.0/18</td>
<td>82.64.0.0/14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXX.24.0.0/18</td>
<td>82.64.0.0/14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Couple of hours in duration while the flow-level trace is almost a week long. These traces are invaluable for the following two reasons. First, they present the necessary ‘ground truth’ that helps us evaluate how well does our approach (without using any operational traces) work to discover active IP ranges (Section 3.1) and classify traffic at given networks (Section 3.2). Second, we use these traces to understand how our approach can be applied in the classical traffic classification scenarios, both using packet-level (Section 3.3) and flow-level (Section 3.4) traces.

To preserve privacy of the collaborating ISPs, in Table 3, we anonymize the appropriate IP ranges by removing the first Byte from the address. We do not anonymize the IP range for the European ISP (Proxaid, http://www.free.fr/, AS 12322), simply because we use no operational network trace. In this case, we stick with the endpoint approach, and thus only use publicly available information.

### 3.1 Revealing Active Endpoints

First, we explore if the Google hits can be used to infer the active IP ranges of the target access networks. This knowledge is invaluable in a number of scenarios. For example, for Internet-scale measurement projects (e.g., [32]) knowing which IPs are active in a given ISP can help direct measurements towards the active parts of the address space. The approach is particularly useful given that large-scale active probing and network scanning might trigger a ban from either the host or the targeted ISP. Indeed, our indirect approach efficiently solves this problem since we get the targeted active IP subset by simply googling the IP addresses.

To demonstrate the potentials of this approach, we show results for the XXX.163.0.0/17 network range, which spans 32,767 IP addresses. As one source of information about active IPs, we google this IP range. As another source, we extract the active IP addresses from a packet-level trace we obtained from the corresponding ISP. Necessarily, a relatively short trace does not contain all active IPs from this network range. The results are as follows. We extract 3,659 active IPs using Google. At the same time, we extract
By carefully examining the two results, we find that spatial correlation is high, i.e., in each trace the active IPs are very close in IP space. Indeed, to ease network management, network administrators typically assign contiguous IP addresses to hosts in the same network. To exploit this feature, we proceed as follows. For each of the active IP addresses (Google- and trace-based), we select a small IP range window. If the distance between 2 IPs is less than the window size, we denote all IPs between the two as active.

Figure 2 shows the results for both Google- and trace-based active hosts obtained in this way. Indeed, the figure shows high spatial correlation between the two sets. In particular, enhanced Google-based trace now has 12,375 IPs, while enhanced network trace has 10,627 IPs. The number of overlapped addresses is as high as 2,120 IPs from the trace. The overlap is 593 addresses, or 28% (593/2120).

We stress once again that the key point of this approach is not to accurately predict if a given IP address is active or not, but rather to hint at the highly probable active IP ranges and ease methodologies that require such information (e.g., [32]). One other observation is that the active IP coverage obtained with this approach increases as the studied network range increases. This is because the distance between active IP clusters increases with the size of the studied network. Consequently, we note that this approach becomes even more useful in the context of IPv6. This is because network ranges will become larger; hence, randomly probing a certain network space might immediately trigger a ban.

### 3.2 When No Traces are Available

Table 8 (Appendix) shows the comprehensive results (including statistics about operating systems, browsers, malicious activity, P2P, protocols and services, chat, gaming, and most popular sites) we obtained by applying the unconstrained endpoint approach on a subset of the IP range belonging to the four ISPs shown in Table 3. In particular, we explore approximately 200,000 randomly chosen IP addresses from each of the four world regions. We emphasize that the information in Table 8 is obtained solely using the Google-based approach, without exploiting any information from the operational network traces, nor any other sources.

The key question we aim to answer here is how representative are these results. In particular, can they be used to predict the popularity of a given application in a given world region? Or, is there any correlation between these results and operational network traces collected at given networks? We answer these questions by comparing results from Table 8 with the ‘ground truth,’ in the form of (i) traces from operational networks, and (ii) other publicly available information such as from news articles about endpoint behavior.

**Correlation with operational traces.** We select the S. American trace to exemplify correlation between the results from Table 8 and the network traces. Other network traces (Asia and N. America) show results consistent with this example, as we explain below. In particular, we compare the following traffic categories: p2p, chat, gaming, and browsing. Other characteristics, such as OS type, browser type, spam, etc., are either hard or impossible to extract from network-level traces.

We find a remarkable correlation between the two sources. Specifically, in three of the four traffic categories, we find that the leading applications shown in Table 8 is also the leading application in the trace. In particular, Gnutella is the leading p2p system, msn is the leading chat software, and Google is the leading website in the trace. Similarly, for all other scenarios where our system detects a strong application presence (e.g., ppstream and Tencent QQ software in China), that behavior is inevitably reflected in traces as well.

Necessarily, not always does the information from network traces and Table 8 stay in the same order. For example, results for gaming applications found in the traces are often not in the same order as shown in Table 8. The same can happen for the relative order among other applications as well. For example, Orkut comes before wiki in the network trace, contrary to the results shown in Table 8.

The reasons for this behavior are obvious. The results in Table 8 represent a spatial sample (over the IP space) averaged over time. On the other hand, results from the trace represent a sample taken in a short time interval, i.e., a few hours in this particular case (South American ISP). Still, the key point here is that despite differences in the nature of the data present in Table 8 and that taken from operational networks, there is still a remarkably high correlation. Apparently, when an application is strongly present in a given area, this result shows up consistently both in network traces and in Table 8.

**Correlation with other sources.** Here, we compare the results from Table 8 with other publicly available sources. One example is the presence of operating systems in different world regions. As we can see, Windows is the leading operating system in all examined regions except France where the Debian Linux distribution is prevalent. This is not a surprise given that French administration and schools run Linux distributions [10–12]. Note that a similar trend can be observed in Brazil, where Windows has only a small advantage over Linux. Again, this is because similar measures to the ones in France have been implemented in Brazil as well [9]. A related issue is that of browsers. We can see that Mozilla is more popular in France and Brazil, as a natural result of the operating systems popularity.

Another example is p2p activity. Table 8 reveals some previously reported locality tendencies, such as torrents and eMule being widely used in France [39], and p2p streaming software being very popular in China [5]. Likewise, our results confirm the well-known ‘Googlemania’ phenomenon. They also reveal that Wikipedia is a very popular website all over the world. This is not the case for China, where the number of hits is low, potentially due to a ban [17] at some point. Similarly, Orkut, the social network built by Google, shows hits in Brazil, the region where it is very popular [1,14].

**Summary.** Strong correlation between the data from Table 8 and those from operational network traces and elsewhere imply that the unconstrained endpoint profiling approach can be effectively used to estimate application popularity trends in different parts of the world. We demonstrate that this is possible to achieve in a uni-
fied and methodical way for all different world regions, yet without using any operational network traces.

3.3 When Packet-Level Traces are Available

Traffic classification (based on operational network traces) is another case where the unconstrained endpoint approach can be applied. Indeed, the state-of-the-art traffic classification tools are constrained in several ways. To the best of our knowledge, all current approaches try to classify traffic by exclusively focusing on observed packets and connection patterns established by the endpoints. One example is BLINC [29], which uses a graphlet based approach to classify network traffic. Issues with such an approach are the following. First, BLINC is primarily an off-line tool that might be challenging to deploy in the network core. Second, classification semantics of such a system is not particularly rich at the application level. For example, it can classify a flow as p2p, but cannot say which particular protocol it is. Finally, it relies upon ad-hoc thresholds, which might produce variable quality results for different traces, as we show below. For the same reason, the approach simply falls apart when sampled traffic traces are available, as we demonstrate later.

Table 4: Determining traffic classes and user behavior

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client tag</th>
<th>Server tag</th>
<th>Traffic class, User behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>web user, proxy user</td>
<td>website</td>
<td>Browsing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mail user, mail server</td>
<td>mail server</td>
<td>Mail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;game name&gt; node [blocked]</td>
<td>&lt;game name&gt; server</td>
<td>Gaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>&lt;protocol name&gt;</td>
<td>Chat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>IRC server</td>
<td>Chat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[streaming node]</td>
<td>[streaming node]</td>
<td>Streaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;issue name&gt; node</td>
<td>&lt;issue name&gt; node</td>
<td>Malware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affected host</td>
<td>affected host</td>
<td>Malware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p2p node</td>
<td>p2p node</td>
<td>P2P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ftp share]</td>
<td>ftp server</td>
<td>P2P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The unconstrained endpoint approach can be applied in a straightforward way to the traffic classification problem. In particular, there is no reason to constrain ourselves to strictly observing packets and connection patterns. Indeed, why not use the externally collected information about the endpoints to classify traffic? Contrary to classification in the ‘dark’ approaches (e.g., BLINC), we argue that the endpoint-centric approach can not only provide superior classification results, but also efficiently operate at online speeds.

Figure 3: Traffic destinations

The first reason that makes this approach online capable is its ability to classify traffic based on a single observed packet for which one of the endpoints is revealed (e.g., a web server). The second reason is a huge bias of traffic destinations (e.g., 95% of traffic is targeted to 5% of destinations [41]). The implication is that it is possible to accurately classify 95% of traffic by reverse-engineering 5% of endpoints, which can be cached in the network. Indeed, Figure 3 confirms strong endpoint bias for all traces: Asian, S. and N. American. In particular, 1% of endpoints account for more than 60% of the traffic, and 5% endpoints carry more than 95% of traffic in all cases.

We apply the endpoint approach to classify traffic for the Asian and S. American ISPs for which we have packet-level traces. In particular, we do this in two phases. First, we collect the most popular 5% of IP addresses and tag them by applying the methodology from Section 2. Next, we use this information to classify the traffic flows into the classes shown in Column 3 of Table 4. The classification rule is simple – if one of the endpoints in a flow is tagged by a server tag, e.g., as a website, then the flow is classified appropriately, e.g., as Browsing. The detailed classification rules are as shown in the mapping between Column 2 and Column 3 in Table 4.

Table 5 shows the classification results relative to BLINC for the S. American trace. We get similar results for other traces. In all cases, we manage to classify over 60% of the traffic. At the same time, BLINC classifies about 52% of traffic in the Asian case, and 29.60% in the S. American case (Figure 5 for $x=1$ and Table 5). Also, in addition to outperforming BLINC quantitatively, the endpoint approach provides a much richer semantics quality. For example, we are able not only to classify traffic as chat, but accurately pinpoint the exact type, e.g., msn vs. yahoo vs. usenet.

Since a flow is classified by the endpoint(s) that it involves, the correctness of our traffic classification is dependent on the correctness of our endpoint profiling. We next explore the issue of correctness by comparing the set of endpoints classified by our approach versus BLINC. Table 6 shows the percentage breakdown per class (for S. America trace) in terms of endpoints found by both BLINC and our approach (B∩U), only by BLINC (B-U) and only by our approach (U-B). It is clear that our approach uncovers more endpoints and hence classifies more traffic. Moreover, the number of endpoints that a constrained approach such as BLINC failed to classify is quite high (100% of streaming, mail and Ftp). Finally, it is also worth noting that the number of endpoints our approach failed to classify is fairly limited (7% of chat, 10% of browsing and 8% of p2p and 0% in others). In fact, as we will explain in detail in the next subsection, while analyzing sampled traffic, the gap between BLINC and our approach widens even further; the number of endpoints that only our approach classifies becomes higher than 91% for all classes.

One last question remains to be answered: why was the endpoint approach unable to classify the remaining 38% of the traffic? By carefully examining the traces, we realize that the vast majority of unclassified traffic is p2p traffic, either file sharing or streaming. The key reason why these p2p ‘heavy hitters’ were not classified by the endpoint approach is because information about these IPs is not available on the web (or at least not found by Google). Still, these IPs are traceable (e.g., [31]); indeed, we found many of these unclassified IP addresses by joining and searching popular p2p systems (e.g., BitTorrent). This certainly implies that the traffic classification result for the endpoint approach could be further improved. Still, we refrain from pursuing that direction at this point. This is because the information collected from the web is sufficient to demonstrate the superiority of the endpoint approach over BLINC, even more so in sampled scenarios as we show below.

---

6 Because the N. American trace is a sampled Netflow trace, we discuss it in the next subsection.

7 Malware for BLINC indicates scan traffic. However, for our endpoint approach it includes trojans, worms, malware, spyware and bot infected traffic.

8 We do not compare Malware class due to different definitions between BLINC and UEP.
Figure 5: Classified traffic with the point x=1 representing non-sampled packet-level traffic

Figure 5 shows the classification results as a function of the sampling rate. The first observation is that the endpoint approach remains largely unaffected by sampling. Indeed, the percent of classified traffic drops only marginally. This is exactly due to the slight drop in the percent of popular IPs at high sampling rates. At the same time, BLINC’s performance dramatically degrades as the sampling rate increases, for the reasons explained above. In particular, at sampling rate 40, the classification rate drops below 5%, and for the rate of 100, it becomes close to zero. In fact, even at sampling rate of 100, the endpoint approach identifies all the classes of traffic whereas BLINC is completely unable to identify any class (see Table 5). Finally, worth noting is that the endpoint approach shows consistent results for our third trace (again around 60%). We do not show it in Figure 5 because it is a Netflow trace with the sampling rate of 1:200.

4. ENDPOINT PROFILING

Next, we apply our methodology to answer the following questions: (i) how can we cluster endpoints that show alike access patterns and how similar or different are these classes for different world regions, and (ii) where do clients fetch content from, i.e., how local or international are clients’ access patterns for these regions? In all scenarios, we utilize the maximum possible information that we have, and apply our approach accordingly. When no traces are available (Europe), we stick with pure endpoint approach (Section 3.2). When packet level traces are available (Asia and S. America), we apply the endpoint approach as explained is Section 3.3. Finally, when flow level traces are available (N. America), we apply the approach from Section 3.4.

4.1 Endpoint Clustering

4.1.1 Algorithm

First, we introduce an algorithm we selected to perform endpoint clustering. The key objective of such clustering is to better understand endpoints’ behavior at a large scale in different world regions. Employing clustering in networking has been done before (e.g., [22, 25, 46]). We select the autoclass algorithm [21], mainly because it provides unsupervised clustering. This means that, in a Bayesian manner, it can actually infer the different classes from the input data and classify the given inputs with a certain probability into one of these classes. The autoclass algorithm selects the optimal number of classes and also the definition of these classes using

\*Due to sampling, the % of flows in classes may change; accordingly, it is possible that the % of classified flows in a given class increases relative to the non-sampled case.
a Bayesian maximum posterior probability criterion. In addition to accurate clustering, the algorithm also provides a ranking of the variables according to their significance in generating the classification.

For each of the regions we explore, input to the endpoint clustering algorithm is a set of tagged IP addresses from the region’s network. Since in this case we are interested in the access behavior of users in the network, we determine the tags via an extension of the mapping in Table 4. For regions with traces, if an in-network IP address sends/receives traffic to/from an out-network IP address which is tagged by a server tag, e.g. as website, then the in-network address is tagged appropriately (using the mapping from column 2 to 3 in the table) as browsing. For regions with no trace (Europe), if an in-network IP address has a client tag found via the endpoint method, then it is tagged via the mapping from column 1 to 3 in the table and we also note the URL of the site where the tag was obtained from. Thus, the in-network IP addresses are tagged as browsing, chat, mail, p2p, ftp, streaming, gaming, malware or combination thereof. The sample set for the explored networks is around 4,000 in-network IP addresses for all regions except N. American, where we gather about 21,000 addresses.

4.1.2 Evaluation

Table 7 shows the top clusters generated for each region. It also provides the proportion of endpoints from a region that were grouped into a cluster. It should be noted that this result captures correlation in clients’ behavior, not necessarily the absolute presence of a given characteristic. The insights from Table 7 are as follows.

First, browsing along with a combination of browsing and chat or browsing and mail seems to be the most common behavior globally. Another interesting result is that gaming users typically do not engage in any other activity on the Internet. Indeed, gaming users are clustered in a separate group of their own in all scenarios. Likewise, Asian users show a much higher interest in Internet gaming relative to other regions. This is not a big surprise given the known popularity of Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games (MMORPG) in Asia [3, 4].

Interestingly enough, these global trends remain the same irrespective of the trace duration. For instance, the Asian and S. American packet-level traces are of shorter duration (order of hours) while the N. American trace is of the order of several days. Most importantly, the global trends are the same for the European network for which we relied strictly upon the endpoint approach, without using any operational traces. This implies that even in the absence of operational network traces, valuable information regarding endpoints’ behavior can be effectively gleaned from the web.

4.2 Traffic Locality

Next, we explore where do clients fetch the content from, i.e., how local or global are clients’ access patterns? Such patterns might not necessarily reflect clients’ interests at the social or cultural levels. For example, a client might access highly ‘global’ content, generated at another continent, by fetching it from a nearby Content Distribution Network’s replica. Likewise, clients can get engaged in a strictly ‘local’ debate at a forum hosted at the other part of the world. Still, we argue that the results we present below are necessarily affected by clients’ interests at social and cultural planes as well.

We proceed as follows. First, from the mechanism mentioned in Subsection 4.1.1 we obtain a pair of in-, out-network IP addresses for each flow. Note that for the case where we only have the URL, we obtain its corresponding IP address via DNS lookup. Next, we obtain the AS-level distance between the two IP addresses by analyzing the BGP Routing Tables as obtained from Routeviews [16] using the method described in [40]. Finally, we resolve the country code for a given destination AS by using the relevant Internet Routing Registries database (ARIN, RIPE, APNIC and LACNIC).

Figure 6 shows the results. The above plots in the figure show AS-level distance among sources and destinations; the plots below show the country code distribution for a given AS destination. As an example, for the S. American trace, the AS-level figure shows that the majority of the destinations are 2 AS-level hops away from the sources. The corresponding figure below indicates that destinations two AS hops away from sources reside in Brazil (around 30%), in US (around 30%), and in Europe (about 20%), etc.

The most interesting insights from Figure 6 are as follows. First, results for China show very high locality: not only are the majority of destinations in China as well, but majority of communication beyond country borders still stays in Asia. Surprisingly (or not), similar behavior holds for US, where the vast majority of content is fetched from within US. Quite opposite behavior holds for S. American and European endpoints. In addition to the local access patterns, they show strong global behavior as well. S. America’s clients fetch a lot of content from US and Europe; while European clients fetch a lot from US, and much less from Asia.

5. DISCUSSION

How accurate is the information on the web? The first question we discuss here is how trustworthy is the information on the web? To get a sense for this, we performed small scale experiments. In particular, we checked links posted on forums; also, we did a port-scan against randomly chosen servers from various server lists available on the web. We found that the information is highly accurate. The vast majority of links posted on forums were active, pointing to the ‘right’ content. Likewise, the ports that were found active on the servers that we checked fully correlate with the information available on the web.

How up-to-date is the information on the web? This is related to the following two questions: (i) How quickly can we detect new or updated information about endpoints? (ii) How can we detect if the information on a given site is outdated? For the first issue, we depend upon Google, which is capable of quickly detecting new content on the web; the Google crawler determines how frequently content changes on a page and schedules the frequency of crawl to that page accordingly [7]. For detecting outdated information, we can leverage the following information: First, many websites provide information about the time the content was ‘last updated’. Likewise, entries on Internet forums typically indicate the date and time of access. In both cases, this information could be used to filter-out outdated information, e.g., older than a given date.
Dynamic IP addresses. The number of endpoints using dynamic IP addresses is not negligible in today's Internet [45]. Because such IP addresses are used by multiple endpoints, different clients' activities can be projected on the same address. Note that servers are typically not run over dynamic IP addresses and even if they are, they have to use a dynamic DNS service to be mapped to a DNS name. In this case, our endpoint classification could be enhanced with information about dynamic IP addresses as obtained from logs maintained at dynamic DNS registries. While our current endpoint classification approach is primarily dependent on information about servers hosted on static IP addresses, it can also be used to accurately detect dynamic IPs. Indeed, if an IP address shows highly active behavior and matches to an abnormally large number of different applications, that could imply a dynamic IP address.

Using other sources of information. Not all information about the endpoints is directly available on the web. The most important example is p2p file sharing or streaming. Indeed, the entry shows highly active behavior and matches to an abnormally large number of different applications, that could imply a dynamic IP address.

6. RELATED WORK

Information available on the web has traditionally been crawled and indexed by generic search engines such as Google [6], Yahoo [18], Ask [2] and Microsoft Search [13]. However, recently there has been a steady increase in ‘vertical search engines’ that crawl and index only specific content such as Indeed [8], a job search engine and Spock [15], a people search engine. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to propose using information available on the web for understanding endpoints, i.e., IP addresses. In this regards, our work can be considered as a first but important step towards developing a vertical search engine for endpoints. Indeed, one of our future research directions is to build such a crawler to index IP address information from the web (instead of overriding on generic search engines).

In the context of correlating multiple sources of information, our work is closely related to [45] and [23]. The authors in [45] correlate email addresses with IP addresses to determine which IP addresses are dynamic. The authors in [23] correlate various IP address lists such as Bots, Phishing sites, Port scanners and Spammers to conclude that botnet activity predicts spamming and scanning while phishing activity appears to be unrelated to others. While similar to [23] one of the tags generated by our method is malware we also provide for a wide variety of tags (Table 1) using a complete behavior profile for an endpoint.

Most existing traffic classification techniques classify traffic on the basis of characteristics of the traffic stream itself: (i) port numbers are used to classify traffic in [26, 28, 29, 37, 38, 42], however, they have been rendered ineffective because applications continually change port numbers to evade detection, e.g., Skype; (ii) payload signatures are used in [26, 28, 43]. However, their de- erit is that payload inspection is expensive and ineffective on encrypted payloads; and (iii) numerical and statistical techniques in [20, 27, 29, 35, 38, 42] inspect flows for their properties such as average packet size, average flow duration, distribution of ports, etc., and cluster flows accordingly. However, their effectiveness decreases rapidly with sampling rate as shown in Section 3 for a representative technique, BLINC [29]. We depart from looking into the traffic stream to characterize it, and propose a fundamental shift in the traffic classification problem by first classifying the endpoints themselves via information available on the web. Our ‘unconstrained endpoint profiling’ is able to achieve high classification rates even at high sampling rates.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a novel approach to the endpoint profiling problem. The key idea is to shift the research focus from mining operational network traces to extracting the information about endpoints from the web. We developed and deployed a profiling
tool that operates on top of the Google search engine. It is capable of collecting, automatically processing, and strategically combining information about endpoints, and finally tagging the same with extracted features. We demonstrated that the proposed approach can (i) accurately predict application and protocol usage trends even when no network traces are available; (ii) dramatically outperform state-of-the-art classification tools when packet traces are available; and (iii) retain high classification capabilities even when only sampled flow-level traces are available.

We applied our approach to profile endpoints residing at four different world regions, and provided a unique and comprehensive set of insights about (i) network applications and protocols used in these regions, (ii) characteristics of endpoint classes that share similar access patterns, and (iii) clients’ locality properties. Our approach opens the doors for revealing people’s interests and affinities far beyond those related to network applications and protocols. Indeed, the Internet is only a medium that people use to express their social interests and needs. Generalizing our approach to understand such interests and needs, i.e., by exploring the content that clients access, is an exciting research challenge we plan to tackle.

8. REFERENCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating systems</th>
<th>Asia (China)</th>
<th>S. America (Brazil)</th>
<th>N. America (US)</th>
<th>Europe (France)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windows(2,445) ubuntu(209)</td>
<td>Windows(1,783) debian-br(1,700)</td>
<td>Windows(659) redhat(310)</td>
<td>debian(1,206) windows(805)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redhat(189) linux(137)</td>
<td>ubuntu(721) linux(151) redhat(91)</td>
<td>linux(144) opensuse(100)</td>
<td>ubuntu(570) linux(556) redhat(263)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unix(92) longhorn(23)</td>
<td>fedora(39) unix(13) opensuse(11)</td>
<td>opensuse(105) mandrivalinux(78)</td>
<td>opensuse(105) mandrivalinux(78)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slackware(20) debian(17)</td>
<td>mandrinalinux(10) sus(10)</td>
<td>sus(20) unix(13) fedora(12)</td>
<td>sus(65) fedora-fr(26) gentoo(19)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sus(13) gentoo(10)</td>
<td>gentoo(7) mandrake(5)</td>
<td>gentoo(10) slackware(2)</td>
<td>knoppix(10) slackware(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opensuse(4)</td>
<td>slackware(5)</td>
<td>opensuse(4)</td>
<td>opensuse(4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browsers</th>
<th>MSIE(2,392) mozilla(417)</th>
<th>MSIE(495) mozilla(431)</th>
<th>Mozilla(320) Mozilla(313)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>opera(48) netscape(29)</td>
<td>opera(54) netscape(49)</td>
<td>opera(29)</td>
<td>netscape(57) Opera(29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxthon(14)</td>
<td>enigma(17) maxthon(3)</td>
<td>enigma(8) maxthon(1)</td>
<td>enigma(8) maxthon(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Malicious activity</th>
<th>spam(2,392) net-abuse(2,087)</th>
<th>spam(2,240) bots(259)</th>
<th>spam(7,672) net-abuse(314)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>malware(883) dnsbl(253)</td>
<td>blacklist(1,522) blocklist(443)</td>
<td>blacklist(1,299)</td>
<td>blacklist(1,182) malware(120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>googlebot(100) blacklist(92)</td>
<td>virus(272) dnsbl(239)</td>
<td>virus(52) hijack(32)</td>
<td>virus(50) bots(35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>worm(30) virus(29) trojan(21)</td>
<td>malware(210) bots(90)</td>
<td>adversers(24) worm(20)</td>
<td>adversers(16) malware(15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spyware(17) hijack(5)</td>
<td>googlebot(48) trojan(35)</td>
<td>worm(20) trojan(7)</td>
<td>worm(9) trojan(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quakebase(4) stormworm(4) banlist(4)</td>
<td>quakebase(34) banlist(28)</td>
<td>quakebase(34) banlist(28)</td>
<td>quakebase(34) banlist(28)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P2P</th>
<th>ppstream(2,818) torrent(4,441)</th>
<th>ppstream(2,818) torrent(4,441)</th>
<th>ppstream(2,818) torrent(4,441)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foxy(2,612) gnutella(884) announce(547) tracker(388) p2pkspx(160) bitcomet(39) edonkey2000(24) emule(18) ed2k(16) xunlei(16) LimeWire(7) torrents(5) morpheus(5) gnutella(243) announce(49) LimeWire(311) LimeWire(400) LimeWire(324) morpheus(500)</td>
<td>torrent(104) tracker(53) announce(19) Ares(8) p2pkspx(4) WinMX(2) emule(1) ed2k(1)</td>
<td>torrent(2,125) emule(569) gnutella(317) announce(283) gnutellaDNA(231) tracker(224) morpheus(500)</td>
<td>torrent(12,955) emule(569) gnutella(317) announce(283) gnutellaDNA(231) tracker(224) morpheus(500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocols &amp; services</td>
<td>ftp(10,725) webmail(937)</td>
<td>ftp(3,835) webmail(2,638)</td>
<td>ftp(12,417) webmail(7,044)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dns(692) email(462) proxy(347) mms(156) smtp(72) msql(6) pop3(3) netbios(1)</td>
<td>email(1023) dsn4(542) smtp(145) msql(79) pop3(13) mms(9) netbios(2)</td>
<td>email(1444) smtp(81) mms(23) pop3(13) netbios(2) msql(1)</td>
<td>email(1444) smtp(81) mms(23) pop3(13) netbios(2) msql(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instant messaging</th>
<th>qq(938) yahoo(100) msn(106) usenet(68) oicq(67) irc(31) icq(25) skype(4)</th>
<th>qq(126) aol(111) irc(93) skype(1)</th>
<th>qq(126) aol(111) irc(93) skype(1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>msn(1,237) yahoo(989) usenet(240) icq(170)</td>
<td>aol(115) icq(8) messenger(8) skype(6)</td>
<td>aol(115) icq(8) messenger(8) skype(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming</td>
<td>counter-strike(37) quake(36) mmorpg(30) warcraft(21) poker(14) warcraft(7) sim(4)</td>
<td>sim(261) poker(145)</td>
<td>sim(261) poker(145)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browsing</td>
<td>google(47,584) bbs(32,134) blog(4,282) baidu(3,009) board(2,298) yahoo(700) youtube(356) forums(278) wikipedia(170) rapidshare(6)</td>
<td>google(61,495) wikipedia(8,245) board(3,239) bbs(1,787) forum(1,436) blog(996) yahoo(989) orkut(564) youtube(370) baidu(76) baidu(70) rapidshare(20)</td>
<td>google(2,874) wikipedia(1,819) forums(1,139) bbs(522) board(298) blog(287) yahoo(240) youtube(44) rapidshare(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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